Knowledge of the dynamics in amorphous silicon that occurs through a sequence of discrete activated events is essential to predict many of the associated physical and chemical properties. Using the recently introduced nudged elastic band method of Jónsson, Mills, and Jacobsen and a modified empirical Stillinger-Weber potential, we investigate, in detail, 802 perfect events generated with the activation-relaxation technique. We find that a large number of the high-energy events contain, in fact, two or more ''subevents.'' With this result included, the average barrier height goes down to about 3.0 eV, in line with experimental values and we also find that the bond-exchange mechanism of Wooten, Winer, and Weaire is, by far, the most important one for nondefect based dynamics in a-Si.
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of a-Si can vary widely as a function of the details of the preparation method: hot wire, electron beam deposition, 1 and ion bombardment 2 can provide samples with a significant spread in electronic and structural properties. Such a diversity reflects the immensely large number of metastable configurations of nearby energy that exist for this material. One way to better understand this diversity is to try to classify the general properties of its energy landscape, both in terms of the shape of the landscape around minima and the connectivity between those.
The topological structure of the energy landscape can be studied experimentally, for instance, by light illumination or ion bombardment, 2 bringing a sample from one metastable state to another, often in a reversible manner. On the theoretical side, the activation-relaxation technique [3] [4] [5] ͑ART͒ has been used effectively to investigate the energy landscape of relatively large a-Si cells ͑up to 4096 atoms͒. With ART, it is possible to follow the reaction path as a configuration moves from one low-energy structure to another, allowing barriers on all energy scales to be crossed. Because of the complexity of multidimensional energy surface, however, it is possible for ART to skip some fine details of the energy surface, missing a minimum or a saddle point.
This paper presents a detailed study of a selection of activated events obtained previously with ART and a modified Stillinger-Weber interaction. 4, 6 In particular, we concentrate here on the perfect events, i.e., those events that do not involve directly the diffusion or the creation and annihilation of coordination defects. 4 Each of the ART-generated event provides us with both initial and final states, as well as an approximate saddle point. Using the nudged elastic band method ͑NEBM͒ of Jónsson, Mills, and Jacobsen, we start from this set of configurations and recreate the whole optimal energy path, from minimum to minimum, including the fully converged saddle point.
The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III, we give a brief review of the nudged elastic band method and describe the details of our simulation. Section IV presents an analysis of minimum-energy paths for perfect events in a-Si, as generated with NEBM, including a global analysis and a more detailed topological classification of the re-relaxed perfect events.
II. NUDGED ELASTIC BAND METHOD
The NEBM was first introduced by Jónsson and collaborators 7 in order to generate reliable reaction paths and find accurate transition states in chemical reactions involving complex rearrangement of atoms. Reaction paths, also called minimum-energy paths, describe the lowest energy path connecting two atomistic configurations, providing the details of atomic motion as a system goes through an activated state. The highest energy point on this path, the transition state, corresponds to a saddle point in the configurational energy landscape. In the transition state theory, this point is of particular importance since the transition rate is directly proportional to exp(ϪE b /k B T), where E b is the energy of the barrier and T, the temperature of the system. The NEBM requires, as a starting point, a knowledge of both the initial and final states, as well as a guess for the overall reaction path.
It is convenient to analyze this method as a displacement in the configurational energy space. Instead of thinking in terms of atomic rearrangements, we consider the motion of a point in a space defined by all 3N coordinates of the system ͑where N is the number of atoms͒ with a potential energy ͑or costfunction͒:
with r ជ i , the position of an atom in terms of its x,y,z coordinates. Each point in that space corresponds to a particular configuration, so that metastable states are simply local minima on the potential-energy surface. The reaction path is defined as the locally most energetically favorable path joining two local minima.
To reconstruct the reaction path, NEBM requires an initial guess connecting initial and final states. This path is then discretized with each point corresponding to a different configuration, or image. This ensemble of configurations is then relaxed following a prescription detailed below, leading to the minimum-energy path.
Simply minimizing the total energy of the string of configurations would send them indirectly in either of the two minima. In order to generate a smooth path, the NEBM needs to ensure a relatively uniform distribution of configurations along this path by optimizing a different cost function. We first add a spring between adjacent configurations on the guess path. In order to decouple this additional force from the real potential energy, NEBM only considers the orthogonal components of the spring and potential: the springs enforce a homogeneous distribution along the reaction path while the potential energy is minimized in the hyperplane perpendicular to the path. The scheme is shown in Fig. 1 .
After the spring force and the force caused by the potential surface are decoupled, the 3N dimensional force acting on the ith point in the configuration space is
͑2͒
where R ជ i ϭ͑r ជ 1 ,r ជ 2 , . . . ,r ជ n ͒ for the ith point, ͑3͒
and the magnitude of the total force is
with m the number of intermediate points ͑or images͒ on the path.
The ith point on the path will move under the force G ជ i and its new position is updated using a fully damped dynamics:
These differential equations can be handled by a series of well-developed techniques. We use here a simple steepestdescent technique 9 with variable step size to minimize the total force G and get the fully relaxed minimum-energy path.
III. SIMULATIONS
The simulation is based on the database of activated events in a-Si created with ART, using a modified StillingerWeber potential to ensure good structural properties.
3,4 Each event there is described by two local minima and an approximate saddle point.
The initial path for the NEBM relaxation is taken as two straight lines connecting the initial minimum to the approximate saddle point and the saddle point to the final minimum. Fifty images are used to discretize the path, which ensures a smooth and fine description of the reaction path. The relaxation is performed using the modified Stillinger Weber potential and a spring constant Kϭ10.0 ͑because the springs and configurational energy are decoupled by NEBM, the value of K does not affect the final reaction path; the speed of convergence, however, is determined in part by K͒.
In this paper, we report on the relaxation of the 802 perfect events generated by ART in amorphous silicon. The events represent topological rearrangements of the amorphous network that do not directly involve coordination defects. The coordination number of each individual atom remains unchanged by the bond switches taking place during the event. In previous work, three dominant mechanisms were identified for perfect events. The first mechanism is an exchange of neighbors between two neighboring atoms. This exchange was first proposed by Wooten, Winer, and Weaire can be used to generate high-quality models of continuous random networks starting from a crystalline state. The second type of event is an exchange of positions between two neighboring atoms. This mechanism, dubbed a concerted exchange, was first introduced by Pandey 10 as a possible route for self-diffusion in crystalline silicon. The concertedexchange mechanism can be seen as a triple WWW bond switch taking place on the same pair of atoms. Finally, the third dominant activated mechanism in perfect events is a double WWW bond switch, where two pairs of neighbors are exchanged between a pair of nearest-neighbor atoms. As we shall see, these three mechanisms are still found after full relaxation with the simple WWW now representing more than 90% of all perfect events.
The relaxation of a single event ͑representing 50 1000-atom configurations͒ can take anywhere between 20 and 180 minutes on a DEC Alpha 21164 566 MHz. The convergence procedure is done using steepest-descent technique with a step of 0.1 Å; and typically takes several hundred steps. Convergence is considered reached when magnitude of the total force is less than 5.0ϫ10 Ϫ10 Newton or 0.312 eV/Å. The highest energy configuration on the path is taken as the saddle point for this particular transition. Using the NEBM with 50 images, we do not need an additional convergence, and our saddle point lies very close in the energy space to the fully converged saddle point. Figure 2 shows the initial guess, using the configurations provided by ART, for the NEBM relaxation and the converged trajectory of a typical event. We have verified, using a range of spring constants and number of configurations, that the trajectories obtained by NEBM were reproducible and stable. The results obtained here are therefore accurate for our given potential.
IV. RESULTS
Since the path is a projection from a high-dimensional space, there is no reason, a priori, for it to be fully embedded in a two-dimensional graph. Figure 3 shows an example of a path requiring an additional dimension in order to be single valued. This is a rather unusual case, however, and most events can be described in two dimensions. The simplicity of the minimum-energy paths implies, as we discuss below, that the standard transition-state theory is applicable here. This result is of major importance if we want to extend our simulation to long-time dynamics.
Not all NEBM trajectories are simply relaxed versions of the ART events. Most ART events displaying a high-energy barrier split as the minimum-energy path converges, indicating the presence of a number of intermediate minima between the initial and final ART configurations. These ART events can therefore be decomposed in two or more simple activated mechanisms. Many of the high-energy barrier events, in ART, were identified as either concerted exchange or double WWW events. With NEBM, these events are re- duced to either a series of perfect, simple WWW events or conserved events, creating and destroying coordination defects.
6 Figure 4 shows an example of an ART event that when relaxed, becomes a double event. The initial energy found by ART is 16.4 eV. In this case, the original topology of the event is rather complicated but the two final events are classified, respectively, as a sequence of simple and double WWW jumps. Figure 5 shows the distribution of activation barriers for all the events obtained first with the ART and fully relaxed with NEBM. The distribution is considerably narrowed from a width of about 5.5 eV to about 2.0 eV. The peak of the distribution is also shifted down, from 4.5 eV to 3.0 eV. This is mostly due to the splitting of most highly energetic ART events into simple mechanisms, with barriers typically below 5.0 eV. These values are now in better agreement with recent experimental values that vary from 0.23 eV to 2.7 eV. 11, 12 This improvement should be taken with some care, however, given the limitations of the interaction potential. The refined trajectories will serve as a basis for forthcoming ab-initio calculations that should provide a better point of comparison with experiments.
A number of secondary peaks can also be seen in the relaxed distribution, at 2.4, 2.9, 3.7, 4.7, 6.5, and 7.7 eV. These barriers are not just statistical fluctuations, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 where we compare the distribution of barriers for the newly broken events with the total distribution. The overall shape of the distribution, as well as some of its finer structure, is clearly representative of the energy surface itself.
We can assign the peaks in the distribution of energy barriers to specific mechanisms. As shown in Table I , the lower-energy peaks are mostly due to simple WWW events, with about 25% of all events corresponding to more complex topological events. Figure 7 shows the distribution of activation energies for a number of different mechanisms. Barriers between 6.5 eV and 7.7 eV seem to be, in good part, associated with the double WWW mechanism, while the concerted-exchange mechanism requires crossing a much higher activation barrier of about 9.9 eV. These energies can be understood in terms of the number of bond exchanges that need to take place in each of these events. Table II shows some properties of the relaxed set of events compared with the initial database. It indicates how many new events were created and the final distribution of events as a function of type, and compared with the ART events. Given that a number of high-energy ART events split into simpler subevents, it is normal to find that the percentage of WWW events increases significantly, and that of the double WWW and concerted-exchange mechanisms decrease accordingly. This suggests that these more complex TABLE I. The percentage for the three most common topological mechanisms in a-Si for events whose energy barriers are 2.37 eV, 2.88 eV, 3.68 eV, 4.73 eV, 6.53 eV, 7.65 eV, and 9.85 eV, respectively. The columns do not add up to 100% because other topological rearrangements that take place are not included here. reorganizations do not contribute significantly to the dynamics of a-Si, at least when defects are not directly involved. The single WWW mechanism clearly appears as the dominant means of relaxation in this material. It is interesting to note that this mechanism has also been found recently in the relaxation of this silicon-silicon interfaces. 13 The change in the saddle point from the approximate ART value to the fully converged NEBM can provide some useful information as to the bias of the ART algorithm. The distribution of the energy difference between the old and new saddle points, for simple events, is plotted in Fig. 8 . The figure shows a symmetric peak centered at ⌬Eϭ0.0 eV with a variance of about 1.0 eV, as had been estimated previously:
4 saddle points obtained with ART are precise enough, given the uncertainties due to the interaction potential, to provide a good indication of the barriers heights in complex materials. Moreover, the symmetry of the distribution, centered at zero, is remarkable; it shows that the approximate convergence used in ART is essentially unbiased.
The optimal path obtained for each event also provides some information about the transition rate. Although relaxation mechanisms in a-Si involve rather complex atomic moves in the real space, most optimal paths can be described uniquely by a two-dimensional projection, reflecting relatively simple trajectories in the configurational energy space. It is then possible to define smooth and continuous onedimensional reaction coordinates and to safely use the results of the transition state theory ͑TST͒.
In TST, the probability of a transition to occur is given by 14, 15 
where is the transmission coefficient, the prefactor the attempt frequency and, at constant temperature, ⌬Fϭ⌬E ϪT⌬S, the difference in free energy between the minimum and the activated state. The transition rate can then be rewritten as
͑9͒
In the harmonic approximation, we take
where 0 is the frequency of oscillation along the reaction path close to the initial minimum.
14 This rought estimate can be wrong by many orders of magnitude 16 but it provides a starting point. Figure 9 gives the distribution of the curvature of the reaction path at the initial minimum point for all the events. The distribution is smooth and narrow, centered at 18.8 ps
Ϫ1
with a width of about half that value. Given the spread in the activation energy E barrier and within the harmonic approximation, the entropic contribution can therefore be considered essentially a constant for the perfect events treated here. This result is unexpected. Although most of the events are identical topologically, which would lead to a narrow distribution of the prefactor, their associated barrier varies from 0.0 eV to more than 10.0 eV. Numerically, this result is ideal: entropic fluctuations can be neglected when trying to introduce a time scale to the problem; only the barrier matters. A full understanding of this result will require the analysis of a wider range of events and the use of more accurate techniques such as the quasiharmonic approximation and direct thermodynamical integration. 17 These preliminary results are nevertheless encouraging.
V. CONCLUSION
Using the NEBM of Jónsson et al., 7 we reconstruct the minimum-energy path of 802 ART-generated perfect events in a-Si. A number of ART events with high-activation barriers really consist of a sequence of two or more events. This splitting decreases significantly the average activation-barrier energy for perfect events and we find a peak at 3.0 eV, in much better agreement with experimental value. 11, 12 The splitting also changes the topological distribution of events. A single mechanism, introduced 15 years ago by Wooten, Winer, and Weaire, is found in over 90% of all perfect events while variations on this mechanism represent another 8% of this distribution.
In the harmonic approximation of the transition-state theory, we find that the prefactors to the transition rate are essentially constant, independent of the barrier height or the exact topological mechanism responsible for an event.
In conjunction with a fairly unbiased sampling of the lowenergy barriers by the activation-relaxation technique, this opens the door to an ab-initio study of the dynamics of relaxation and diffusion in amorphous silicon.
NEBM, combined with ART, clearly offers a powerful approach to investigate high-dimensional complex energy surface.
